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Green energy applications are rapidly growing globally as climate change initiatives by governments

and private companies are being implemented. Stable and cost-competitive supply chains need to be

planned, built, and mature to enable Renewables growth. Supply chain links include 1) Purchased raw

materials and components, 2) Processing or assembly facilities, 3) Logistics (incoming and outgoing)

and/or distribution network, 4) Installation, and 5) Operating & maintenance.
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GREEN
ENERGY

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY

A green energy revolution is unfolding through the

2020s presenting tremendous growth opportunities

for the U.S. industrial economy as new technologies

are developed and brought to scale. These fledgling

green energy supply chains (GESC) will require

careful navigation of the shifting terrain to overcome

the many challenges and capitalize on the growth

wave.

+2.5%
ANNUAL AVERAGE

INCREASE
projected in global energy

investment from 2019 - 2030.

40%
RENEWABLES SECTOR

investment allocation with less 

investment in traditional sectors 

like Oil & Gas.

 

- Rystad Energy
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Massive components
Ocean foundations
Customized delivery vessels
Portable assembly facilities

NEW INVESTMENT
 EXAMPLE

Offshore Wind

     near port locations

Although some green energy applications are based upon

new technology or products, existing industrial supply bases

may be available to build some of the needed components

or materials with minimal investment.  In other cases,

unique materials, specifications, or component

requirements may drive substantial internal and external

facility investment to build the new components and

systems. 

https://www.rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/newsletters/OfsArchive/supply-chain-july-2021/
https://www.rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/newsletters/OfsArchive/supply-chain-july-2021/
https://plgconsulting.com/


FORMING SCALING MATURING/MATURE

Offshore Wind

 

Green Hydrogen

 

Fuel Cell Vehicles

(Class 6 & 8 Trucks)

 

Energy Storage

(New Technology Batteries)

 

Electric Vehicles

(Light Duty)

 

EV Batteries

(Lithium Ion)

 

Renewable Diesel

 

Renewable Natural Gas 

(RNG)

Commercial Solar

 

Onshore Wind

 

Ethanol

(Mature)

 

Hydropower

(Mature)

 

These categories are in the 

earlier stages of development 

potentially with proof of 

concept still being carried out, 

low-volume pilots, and high- 

volume infrastructure being 

planned or built in future years.

These industries have proven 

technologies and production 

/assembly processes with 

infrastructure build-out in 

process.

These industries have mature

designs that have been

produced in high-volume and

have significant infrastructure

in place.
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GREEN ENERGY INDUSTRIES & THEIR SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMENT STAGES
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COST:  Despite all the positive momentum for green

energy, eventually it will need to meet or beat the cost of

current carbon energy sources to fully displace them.

Industries in the Forming stage usually have massive cost

reduction requirements to become viable.  For example,

the cost of green hydrogen needs to move from the

current cost of approximately $5/kg (according to the

U.S. Department of Energy) to under $2/kg to be at cost

parity with Steam Methane Reforming technology utilizing

natural gas. 

GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS/INCENTIVES: State and

federal governments are increasing their incentives for

green energy to kickstart growth. In the recent federal

Bipartisan Infrastructure Deal, there is over $62B of

funding set aside for the Department of Energy to spur

clean energy growth.

LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

DEVELOPMENT: Logistics and distribution network

development are major challenges during the Forming

stage. The variable and capital logistics/distribution

costs are a major focus to eliminate the cost and reduce

complexity. Eliminating excess transportation will also

reduce emissions from transport equipment.

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN ENVIRONMENT: The current

global supply chain environment is impacting green

energy's competitiveness with raw material inflation,

component and equipment cost increases, and

skyrocketing logistics costs just like other industrial

markets are experiencing.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS: The capital

requirements to scale new supply chains can be massive,

sometimes in the billions of dollars. For example, there

are several new technology energy storage solutions

under development that will help stabilize the electricity

grid and enable more renewable energy installations.

KEY MARKET FACTORS 
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Energy expert Wood Mackenzie 
reports by 2030, some countries 
will reach $1/kg, while other 
countries will reach $2/kg by 
this same time
U.S. DOE Hydrogen Shot 
initiative - $1/kg by 2031
Reduced costs will require:

Decreased equipment costs
Larger plant sizes
Lower-cost renewable 
energy input costs

     Cost Reduction

Hydrogen is now liquified and 
moved via cryogenic trailers
As volumes grow, more 
pipelines will be developed for 
transport
Hydrogen can also be blended 
with natural gas 
Hydrogen liquefication process 
and trucking can be eliminated 
for some applications

Pipeline Transport Growth

LCFS program started in 
California and is extending to 
other States
Spurring production growth of 
renewable natural gas (RNG)
Other government funded 
initiatives - U.S. DOE Hydrogen 
Shot initiative

Low Carbon Fuel Standard

The solar industry's project 
costs have increased by 10-15%
Spikes in the polysilicon market
Increased shipping costs
2022 projects at risk according 
to an October 2021 Rystad 
Energy study

Solar Industry

New technology batteries hope 
to replace lithium-ion storage 
solutions
Storage time will lengthen from 
4 hours to multiple days
Significantly lower costs
Will require new facilities to 
build the batteries at scale

Energy Storage Solutions

MARKET EXAMPLES

https://plgconsulting.com/
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WHAT TO
KNOW

SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS ARE KEY

Producers, suppliers, and manufacturers within the

GESC markets face significant supply chain and

logistics considerations when making the strategic

decision to compete in the Renewables sectors. These

decisions are important initially to secure critical

investment and funding but are more important to the

future competitiveness and operational efficiency of

the business.

Network sourcing and supply chain strategy 

Transporation fleet type, sizing, specifications, and sourcing 

Multi-modal transloading, storage, and distribution strategy and implementation

Logistics assessment and optimization for new plant sites

Leverage of existing industrial cost reduction techniques

Key strategic supply chain and logistics decisions that should garner careful consideration

and are critical to success include:

     (i.e., raw materials, components, feedstocks)

      (i.e., components and finished product)

     (i.e., plant site infrastructure design and engineering should consider inventory, storage,  

     & rail, truck, marine access as required)

     (i.e., Six Sigma design, lean production, and value engineering)

 
ESTABLISHING A GESC

STRATEGIC SUPPLY CHAIN
ROADMAP

with expertise from similar

industries is critical to long term

success. This base strategy

enables faster pivots as

changes occur in development,

avoids missteps, while

minimizing extra investment.
- Taylor Robinson

PLG Sr. Consultant & Project Manager

PLGCONSULTING.COM

For more than 20 years, PLG Consulting has been at the forefront of the green energy 
revolution navigating its clients' attendant issues and challenges. Example clients include:

https://plgconsulting.com/
https://plgconsulting.com/
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The future is now as Green Energy Supply Chains (GESC) are maturing on a global scale.

There are many opportunities for producers, consumers, and investors in this growing

market. Reach out to discuss your next project and leverage our experience and expertise

to help you ensure a solid market position by optimizing your supply chain and logistics -

critical components for success. 

Contact Us

SUMMARY

RESOURCES

Join our community of over 3,000 subscribers to access all of PLG Consulting's thought

leadership resources including featured insight articles, presentations, white papers, case

studies, and our recently launched podcast, Talking Logistics.  To access all of our expert

advice, visit Resources at www.plgconsulting.com.   
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Taylor Robinson, Sr. PLG Consultant, is a transformational leader

with over 30 years of supply chain expertise including in the

automotive, aerospace, CPG, water, and renewables industries

including wind turbine (blades and system manufacture), RNG

(Landfill and Biogas), renewable diesel, and green hydrogen. He

gained his baseline leadership experience and skills with market-

leading companies including Honda, Honeywell, HJ Heinz, and

Watts Water.  His executive-level leadership skills have aided

organizations in managing both the formation and

implementation of strategic plans while solving their tactical

challenges in sourcing, supply chain, logistics, and operations. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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